A comparison of methods for phase II cancer clinical trials: advantages of the triangular test, a group sequential method.
In cancer, the purpose of Phase II studies is to determine whether the response rate p to a new treatment is greater than a prespecified value p0, defined as the largest response rate for which Phase III studies are not worthwhile. It concerns, for example, determining whether the response rate to a new drug is greater than 20%. The main problem is of a decision making nature, and amounts to the comparison of an observed percentage with a theoretical percentage. One way of resolving it is to perform a single statistical analysis after the inclusion of a predetermined number of patients N, but it is not always possible because of high values of N. Furthermore, this approach presents ethical problems when elements in favor of inefficacy or efficacy are available early in the trial. For these reasons, several authors have developed methods which allow to perform repeated analyses and possibly to reach an early conclusion of the study: two-stage, multistage, sequential and group sequential methods. This article considers the main decision making methods proposed in the literature for Phase II studies in oncology. The bibliographic study, which highlights the interest of using group sequential methods, and especially the Triangular Test, is confirmed by a comparative study of the statistical properties of the different methods.